where {k,} is a sequence of positive integers with k, + co and k,/n + 0. In the k-nearest neighbor (k -NN) procedure {k,} is a fixed sequence. In the moving window or uniform kernel procedure {k,} is random with the above properties holding a.s. by appropriate assumptions on the marginal distribution of X,. Strong consistency of m,(x,) has been considered by many authors (see, e.g., Mack and Silverman [ 111 and Cheng [ 33 and the references cited therein). All these authors prove complete convergence via the Borel-Cantelli lemma and assume uniformly bounded conditional moments of order at least 2 for Y, -m(X,) given X, =x for all x in some neigborhood of x,,. Kolmogorov's SLLN, on the other hand, requires only a first moment when { Y, -m(Xi)} is an i.i.d. sequence. There has been an increasing interest in modelling regression with heavy-tailed distributions. Most of the literature deals with the parametric setup with (typically symmetric) stable error distributions with index 1 <u < 2. Nonparametric regression is a valid competitor and study of consistency results is a start. Thus it is of interest to know if consitency of m,(x,) can be proven with a first moment-type assumption only.
A SLLN to cover our problem requires generalization of classical results in two directions. Let Zi= Yj-m(X,), Z, = Y, -m (X,) , and Tj, = C{=lZin, l<jdn.
We need to show that T,Jk, + 0 a.s. Now Tj,, is not the partial sums of the sequence {Zi} or any other sequence. However, it is the partial sum of {Zi} with the indices permuted in a manner which leaves the ordering between a pair Zi and Zj, once determined, fixed for all future permutations. For this case Brunk [l] and Hanson, Pledger, and Wright [8] proved the following SLLN: The result (1.3) is essentially T,,,/n +O a.s., the "maximum" part comes free, i.e., without any additional assumptions. In our case we have to consider the convergence of T,Jk, to 0 with k,/n + 0. Now the overlap of the summands in { Tk,,"} as n increases becomes very important. If {Z,} are in the chronological order then clearly max, G jG kn Tj,Jk, + 0 a.s. by Theorem 1.1 for any k, -+ co. If (Z,} is in the reverse chronological order, i.e., Tjn = x1= ,, _ j + , Zin, and k, is as large as [n1/2] , then U, = T+,/k, + 0 a.s. implies U,2 = C:= n2 ~ n + , Z,/n -+ 0 a.s. Since ( U,,2) is composed of disjoint subsets of the independent sequence {Z,}, the BorelCantelli lemma implies U,,2 + 0 completely. Erdiis [7] proved the Hsu-Robbins [9] conjecture that for an i.i.d. mean-zero sequence {Zi} the complete convergence of C;=, Zi/n implies EZf < co. The same proof shows that EZf < co when Un2 + 0 completely. Thus the desired strong law will depend on a delicate interaction among the three items: (i) the moment assumptions on the conditional errors, (ii) the rate of growth of {k,}, and, most importantly, (iii) the overlap of the summands in (7'k.,n}. It is not easy to quantify the last item in a way which is useful in applications. However, we have been able to do so when the marginal distribution of X, has a continuous positive density at x0. The conditions given in a general setting in our main theorem, Theorem 2.1, do hold in this case and are easily verifiable, and they allow a SLLN to be proven with a first moment-type condition (1.2) only and k, = [Cn'] for some 0 < 6 d 1. We show by an example that the condition on {k,} is reasonably sharp.
It is interesting to note that in proving complete convergence of m,(x,) the smaller the conditional moment assumption on {Zi} the faster k, must go to infinity. For example, for the k -NN method Cheng [3] uses moments of order 2 and requires k,,/& log n + co, which is much stronger than ours. On the other hand, Devroye [5] shows that if {Zi} is a uniformly bounded sequence then k,Jlog log n --+ cc is sufficient.
In Section 2 we prove our SLLN. In Section 3 we apply it to the k-NN and kernel procedures. In Section 4 we consider some generalizations using Brunk's [2] independent observations regression model including an application to a case where (Xi} is (marginally) a stationary sequence.
A STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS
Suppose {Z,} is a sequence of independent mean-zero random variables. For n > 2 let (i in, . . . . i,,) be a permutation of (1, . . . . n) obtained by assigning a place to the integer n at some integer of, or between some successive integers of, or at the beginning of, or at the end of the permutation corresponding to the integer n -1, ties being broken by the chronological order, i.e., if j and k occupy the same location, 1 < j< k <n, j= i,, and k = ipn, then p>v. Let Zvn=Zi,, and Tjn=CC=,Z,,, l<j<n. Let {k,} and {r,} be sequences of positive integers with O-csdk,/r,dtcco and r,T * (2.1) for some 0 < s < t < co. This condition covers kernel regressions where {k,} is a random sequence, but almost surely not too different from a fixed sequence (I~}; it also avoids the assumption k, t co in the k-NN case. 2) which is a Lipschitz-type condition on the growth rate of (r,}. For a measure of the overlap of the summands in T,(,),, and T,(qj,q with qan let N ,,n,q=max{v:i,,=i,,},j6n and Nj,~.Y=Nn,n,q~j>q~ Nj.n,q --number of indices located at and to the "left" of iin in the permutation of (1, . . . . q). For simplicity we write Nj,4 for Nj,,,q, since the middle index will always be "K" For all n large enough so that (2.2) holds, define p(n) = p such that n E J( p). With t as in (2.1) assume that
for some 1 6 c < co for all n E J(p). (2.3) This crucial assumption guarantees that the number of summands in Tm)l,n~ n E .Z( p), grows at most linearly with r,(,). In Section 3 we show that this condition holds and is easily verifiable if the marginal distribution of X, has a density g, continuous and positive at x0, and rn = [Cn'] for some O< 6< 1. The example at the end of Section 3 shows that the condition on {r,} cannot be weakened significantly. The sequence {k, > in the estimator ( 1.1) is a fixed sequence in the K-NN case. In the kernel case one defines a positive bandwidth sequence {b,} with b, + 0 and nb,d + co. In this case {k,} is random and is defined by (we write K,, to emphasize the randomness) K, = Cl=, I( 1)x0 -Xi 1) < b,). Let G be the marginal d'of X, . To prove strong consistencty of m,(x,) defined by either procedure we will make the assumptions, k,=n A [Cn'] andbf=Cn'-r forsomeC>OandO<6<1, (3.1) G is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of x0 and g(xO) = G'(x,) > 0, (3.2) m is continuous at x0. 3.1. In the kernel regression, using. the notation above, assume that (3.1), (3.2), and (3.4) hold. Then m,(xo) -+ Em,(x,) a.s.
Proof
Let r,= [nb,d] . Then (r,> obeys (2.2) by assumption (3.1) and {Z,} obeys (1.2) for all n large enough by assumptions (3.1) and (3.4) . Also note that l(p) N 2pJ*/C1/6 and b,,/b,(,, < blcp-Il/blcpJ N 2(~--r) (S--1/d6/2~(6--1udS=2(1--s) 
Since nbf/log n + 00 by (3.1), (3.2) implies that K,/nb,d+ vg(xo) a.s., where v is the Lebesgue measure of the unit sphere in Rd (Devroye and Wagner [6] ). Thus, for almost all sample sequences and all n large enough, vg(x,)/2 < K,/[nbfJ < 2vg(xo), verifying (2.1) with s = vg(x,)/2 and t = 2vg(xo), and 2vg(xo) [nbz] < # (j: 1 d j < n, 11x0 -Xjll d 22'db,} so that
verifying (2.3). Thus the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 1 THEOREM 3.2. In the k-NN regression, using the notation above, assume that (3.1), (3.2) , and (3.4) hold. Then m,(x,) -+ Em,(x,) a.s.
Let r,, = k,. Then (r,} obeys (2.1) with s= t = 1 and obeys (2.2) by (3.1), and {Z,} obeys (1.2) for all n large enough by (3.4) and the fact that B n -+ 0 as. Note that I(p) N 2"@/C" and I( p)/n < I( p)/l( p -1) N 2'/6.
Since r,/log n = k,/log n + co by (3.1), (3.2) implies that r,/nBt -+ vg(x,) a.s. (Wagner [ 131) . Thus, for almost all sample sequences and for all n large enough, r,/2 d nBfvg(x,J < 2r, < 2rlcp) <41(p) B&,,vg(x,) < 2(2+ 1'6'nBG, , vg(x, ),  so that B, 6 2c2 + 'l*)ldB l(p)y and N r(n~~)G # 11.: 1 QjGO), ll~o-~~ll G,)
verifying (2.3) . Thus the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 1 Remark 3.3. For more flexibility the constant C in assumption (3.1) could be changed to a positive sequence C,, bounded away from 0 and co. It can be seen easily that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are still in force. for some r > 0 without the assumption of a higher moment condition.
Let X, -U[O, 11, Y, independent of A',, EY, = 0, and let x,=0. Then { 2, = Y,} is an i.i.d. mean-zero sequence and (X,, Z,} is mutually independent. Now assume that T,Jk, -+O a.s. We will show that E 1211 m+ 1m < *.
Using Theorem 4.1 we have the following generalization of Theorem 3.1 which we state without proof: 
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